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Zelensky was invited to Washington by Biden and was pressing Congress to approve the
spending bill which includes another 50 billion dollars in military aid for Ukraine.

The New York Times writes:

“The Ukrainian counteroffensive  launched six  months  ago has  failed.  Kyiv  has  to  deal
with declining military personnel, ammunition reserves, and Western support. Moscow
is demonstrating the ability to sustain a prolonged war.”

In this situation, the New York Times still writes,

“The United States and Ukraine are looking for a new strategy after the failure of the
counteroffensive:  the  Pentagon sends  General  Aguto,  support  commander  for  Ukraine
from a base in Germany, to spend long periods in Kyiv. General Aguto will work more
directly with the country’s military leadership.”

The United States continues to support Israel in the war in Gaza while it continues to fuel the
war in Ukraine directly and through NATO. The plan of the leaders of Israel involves the
deportation of the population of Gaza to the Sinai desert and the cancellation of Gaza as a
Palestinian territory, then doing the same thing with the West Bank.

The US strategy, supported by Israel, aims to widen the war in the Middle Eastern region,
where the US is losing its predominant position in the face of the advancement of the
political-economic projects of China and Russia, including the forthcoming enlargement of
the BRICS to Iran and Saudi Arabia. To support this war strategy the United States continues
to increase its already enormous military spending.

The Senate has approved a Defence Law worth 886 billion dollars, to which other military
expenditure is added, bringing the total to around half of global military spending.
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